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Morakot restoration projects to end within next year: Wu 
 
Tuesday, August 9, 2011 
By Grace Soong,The China Post 

 
The China Post--Ninety percent of the Typhoon Morakot reconstruction 
goals have been reached, with 2,946 permanent residences built so 
far, Executive Yuan officials announced at an international briefing on 
the progress of post-Morakot reconstruction, yesterday, in Taipei. 

On the second anniversary of Typhoon Morakot, the Executive Yuan 
Morakot Typhoon Post-disaster Reconstruction Council held the 
conference to brief the world on the reconstruction process and 
progress after Morakot, the deadliest typhoon in Taiwan's recorded 
history, hit in 2009, and to reiterate its goal to complete all restoration 
projects by the third anniversary of the disaster.  

According to statistics from the Executive Yuan, 40 percent of the population in Taiwan 
was severely affected by Typhoon Morakot. The storm caused 703 casualties, damaged 
1,766 households, flooded 140,424 housing units, and paralyzed six highway systems and 
eight railway systems. The total loss was over NT$199.8 billion, 1.6 percent of the GDP of 
2009.  

The governmental budget for restoration of the natural disaster was NT$138.546 billion, 
with NT$116.508 of which designated for basic reconstructions, residential restoration, 
and industrial restoration purposes.  

Permanent residences, schools, sustainable societies, water facilities, roads and bridges, 
soil and water conservation, were all listed as items to be redeveloped, Chen Chen-chuan 
(陳振川), deputy chief executive of the post-Morakot reconstruction committee, pointed 
out.  

With 90 percent of the permanent residences already built — 2,946 houses over 27 
locations, completion of the residential project should take place before the next lunar new 
year. In addition to the two completed sites, seven more of the 15 campus sites that need 
restoration would be finished by the end of the year, and projects at the rest of the 
locations should also be completed by the third anniversary of the disaster, Chen said.  

Regarding basic construction, all 18 mudslide locations had been fully restored on May 
26, while 95 percent of soil and water conservation sites, a total of 1,644 sites, had been 
recovered, and the rest would be completed by the end of the year, Chen pointed out.  

Premier Wu Den-yih, while expressing appreciation toward all the kindness and 
manpower devoted to reconstructing the typhoon-struck areas, repeatedly teared up.  

The government could not have accomplished reconstruction of the areas solely by itself; 
without the help from all the charities, organizations, and enterprises, the efficiency of 
restoration and fulfillment of survivors' needs would have plummeted, Wu said.  
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Although considerable progress had already been made, Wu urged those involved in that 
remaining to make sure collaboration with local residents were reached, so as to alleviate 
any potential worries.  

Wu also reiterated the government's resolution to complete all reconstruction within the 
upcoming year, before the third anniversary of the disaster dawns, despite amendments of 
special regulations passed by the Legislative Yuan, which provided the government with 
the basis for another two years of reconstruction period.  

The government has reflected over the reconstruction process of the Typhoon Morakot 
disaster, and has learned from this experience the importance of “prevention, rescue, 
relocation, and reconstruction,” the “1P3R” disaster relief strategy President Ma Ying-jeou 
summarized.  
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